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Experience is a hard teacher because she gives the test first, the lesson afterwards.
(Vernon Law)

It´s hard to describe what you actually learn during the course of a PhD. Einstein 
once said that an education is what remains once one has forgotten everything 
one learned at school, and I think it´s a bit the same for a PhD. In hindsight, the 
greatest lesson I learned during my years at Sanquin was that success in science 
is 90% perspiration and 10% inspiration, and in the end, you´ll have done more 
troubleshooting than actual experiments. But when the controls all line up where 
they should, and the assays start running smoothly and the data starts flowing in, 
the result is pure joy. You may find yourself alone in a dark and stuffy room on a 
Saturday morning or a Thursday night, hunched in front of a giant whirring machine, 
giggling at the computer monitor in excitement as those dots appear exactly 
where you hoped they would (although with the arrival of the new building things 
improved vastly, as there are hardly any dark and stuffy rooms left). Later there is 
the moment when the statistical analysis program shows those magical significance 
stars, indicating that yes, there may be something there and, yes, we can probably 
publish this. There is great satisfaction in seeing all your hard work finally laid out 
on paper, crisply printed in black and white (and occasionally, when the budget 
allows, color), out there for the world to see and, one can only hope, make use of for 
the greater good. Science is nothing if not team work, and I found all of the people 
I worked with at Sanquin to be incredibly giving and willing to help a bewildered 
PhD student find her way. There are really too many for me to mention by name, but 
I shall make an attempt anyway, and my apologies to anyone who feels left out- let 
me know and I´ll buy you a coffee instead. 

First of all I have to thank Gestur; my project supervisor, my fellow Icelander and 
great friend. You showed me such trust in hiring me only after a few phone calls and 
a skype interview, and I really hope I was able to fulfill your expectations as a student 
and colleague. During our brainstorming sessions, you often showed even more 
enthusiasm for my data than I did, frequently noticing instantly an underlying trend 
or a worrying anomaly which had escaped me even after hours of pouring over the 
numbers. And when obligations at work or home with your family allowed, you were 
the most cheerful man at the borrel, drinking beer like a true Icelander and cracking 
jokes left and right until it was time to catch the last train home. When comes to 
antibodies, if you don´t know it, you know someone who is working to find that out; 
indeed your numerous connections led to many fruitful collaborations, the results of 
which can be seen in some of the chapters of this thesis. I hope we will continue our 
friendship and scientific collaboration even though we are now countries apart, and 
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the next time you and michelle stray from your favorite Icelandic holiday destination 
at Hreðavatn, you are welcome for a coffee at my place. 

And to ellen; Right from the start I knew I could approach you with anything, 
personal or professional, and you would do your utmost to help me in spite of your 
incredibly hectic (and sometimes even double-booked) schedule. It can be hard to 
hold meetings with such obviously brilliant and knowledgeable people as you and 
Gestur; sometimes it was like the two of you were operating in a different gear than 
me altogether- you were cruising on light speed while I was stuck in third gear. 
Sometimes I had to pull you down to earth, and other times I had to learn how 
to fly as well. Your insightful input at our meetings often steered me and Gestur 
into completely new directions. I´m always amazed how you can fit so much in your 
agenda, and still be on top of things- not to mention also finding the time to be a 
true “mensch”, to take such personal interest in your students and to appreciate 
them as people, rather than just as employees. I expect you, more than anyone, to 
dance at my defense party. 

I would like to thank Prof. dr. R.C. Aalberse, Prof. dr. s.m. van ham, Prof. 
dr. F.A. ossendorp, Prof. dr. m. wuhrer and dr. m. van egmond for taking time out 
of their busy schedules in order to be on my promotion committee. 

Furthermore I would like to thank Prof. dr. marieke van ham and dr. Anja ten Brinke 
for many engaging discussions and helpful advice on dendritic cells and other 
matters through the years. 

I´d also like to thank dr. timo van den Berg and dr. Anja ten Brinke for acting as 
members in my PhD committee. 

To all our collaborators who participated in the chapters of this thesis, I´d like to give 
my heartfelt thanks; in particular to Prof. dr. m. wuhrer, dr. yanli Ji, dr. J.t. Andersen, 
dr. t. Rispens, dr. G. van Bleek, dr. d. Kruijsen, Prof. dr. sicco scherjon and nigel 
stapleton. This thesis would not have been possible without such marvelous 
collaborations, and I benefitted greatly from your facilities, your access to unique 
patient material and your impressive expertise.

Dear Aniska: You and Lussy were the first girls from the lab I ever interacted with 
socially – we had dinner with Gestur during the first time I visited Amsterdam. 
I remember you had picked the place, because according to Gestur, “Aniska always 
seems to know these things”, and indeed you always know the best places to go to. 
You were my technician in those early days and you managed to teach me so much in 
so little time. When I looked over my first lab book I have to shake my head- I had so 
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much to learn! I was writing down all the wrong things, with such terrible handwriting 
and was sooo disorganized. Digging through those early data gives me dreadful 
headaches and panic attacks. Thankfully you were there to show me the way; the 
most organized person I think I have ever met- why do you think I asked you to be 
my paranimf? Whenever you started a sentence with “Well you can of course do it 
anyway you like, but what I do….” I listened with fervor, and tried to emulate you 
in every way. I am now trying to instill the same work ethics in my own students, 
but I am not convinced they are listening. You were my first real Dutch friend, and 
over the years I watched your life change from that of a carefree and fun loving city 
girl to a yummy mummy of two gorgeous “mocha” boys, living in a huge house in 
a suburban paradise with your darling hubby (hi mark!!). I´m so grateful for your 
friendship and I hope it will continue even though we can´t spontaneously (or after 
weeks of agenda planning) pop out for a cappuccino and a shopping spree anymore. 
I do see chilled rosé and a sunny outside terrace in our futures though, or (in case you 
guys come here) hot cocoa and a cozy blanket. 

Speaking of paranimfs, I have to thank my homegirl sabrina, for taking time out of her 
busy deadline-meeting, paper-writing defense schedule in order to be my defense-
planner. You came into the lab a bit later, but fit into our group so seamlessly that it 
seemed that you had always been there. Due to some great cosmic coincidence, you 
had not only been to Iceland, you had also had an Icelandic boyfriend in the past, so 
obviously we had a connection from the start. You taught me how to drink whiskey, 
and I taught you how to drink sidecars. Together we explored the wonderful world 
of ridiculously expensive artisan cocktail bars and speakeasies of Amsterdam, and 
enjoyed every minute of it (every minute we can remember anyway). You dragged me 
through every vintage shop in the inner city, and although I never bought everything, 
I had such a lovely time- I think of you every time I walk past the numerous (and 
reasonably priced!) vintage shops here in Reykjavik. You are such a hard-working 
girl, and I hope me and Lussy taught you to relax a little, to stop and smell the roses 
(or rosé…). Once the whirlwinds of your own defense have subsided, do think of our 
little island in the north when picking your next holiday destination with Kor- I know 
Daði is itching to show you guys some parts of Iceland you didn´t even know existed, 
and for us girls there is the whole world of Reykjavik vintage shops to explore. 

Lussy; mia cara amica. From the moment we met at that tapas place with Aniska, 
I remember thinking, “Well, I think this is going to be alright”. I had been so nervous 
about meeting people from my future workplace, but we seemed to click immediately. 
You seemed to fulfill, and at the same time to demolish, every stereotypic expectation 
of a glamorous Roman girl I ever had. You, of all people, know just how scary it 
can be to leave everything you know behind for a new start; your home, your dear 
friends, even your language. Hopefully I was able to acquire these things anew in the 
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Netherlands (nou, betreffende de taal, min of meer…); in the end I felt I had closer 
friends in Amsterdam than I did at home. And after a while, Amsterdam had become 
home- thanks to you and the others in our little prosecco, fashion and chocolate 
loving group. For five years we shared all the joys and frustrations of the lab, and after 
a particularly long and exhausting day you always seemed to have some hilarious 
video or picture (often including an adorable animal of some type) to show us and 
lift our spirits. Our bursts of laughter must have been distracting for our neighbors 
in rooms P112 and P110 (our apologies for that!), and to me anyway, P111 was always 
the “Party room”- and you were the life of the party. I really wish I had a Star Trek 
type transporter pad, so I could beam myself over to Italy (or the Netherlands?) for 
a quick espresso and gossip with you and your sidekick, little prickly unariccia, but 
for now we´ll have to let Skype suffice. My long-term goal is of course to observe the 
ragazza in her natural habitat and discover all the (culinary) secrets of the famous city 
of Rome that only a local can know. Whatever amazing thing you choose to do in the 
future, never be a stranger- Italy may be beautiful but there are some things to see 
in Iceland as well which for sure you don´t have there. And remember; cold is only a 
state of mind. 

Hey Rick! Of course I cannot mention Lussy without following up with you- indeed 
the three of us did pretty much everything together- Gestur´s three musketeers!! 
Remember the Sardinian summer school? Oh my, I wish we never had to leave…. 
Thanks for making all the long days at the lab and office more tolerable, for sharing 
sleepy rides on trains to congresses and seminars, and let´s not forget- the lab 
borrels you and Remco so graciously organized. If you have some damaging photos 
or videos of me snoring during a congress or on an airplane, I would appreciate if 
you were to delete them as a token of our friendship, and if you don´t, just remember 
I might have some of you as well. Out of all the talks and discussions we ever had, 
the one that probably helped my project the most was when you convinced me (and 
the rest of room P111) that we desperately needed an expensive Nespresso machine 
(a.k.a. Georgie Jr, after his father, George Clooney). And when we had paid for that 
contraption, a matching milk-foamer as well. I shook my head over the money spent 
on a gadget when I had a perfectly good french press, but in the end, I think I used 
it more than anyone else- with the possible exception of you of course. Not that you 
have a problem or anything- clearly you´re not addicted to caffeine. You just choose 
to consume it every day and at regular intervals. I do the same. 

Franca, as is common to so many great friendships, I was a little afraid of you at first. 
Everyone knows you don´t piss Franca off in the lab. But it didn´t take me long to 
realize that you were the sweetest girl imaginable, you just sometimes have one of 
those more frustrating days. We spent so many hours together in the lab; culturing 
cells, doing endless ELISAs and producing huge amounts of antibodies, but with you 
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the hours flew by as we always found something to laugh about. And although there 
were a few years between us, in reality you have the heart and temperament of a 
22 year old, so really, we are the same age. You are such a strange combination; a lab 
technician, an acupuncturist, a rocker, a motorcycle chick, an Italian beauty- but with 
you it all makes perfect sense. You introduced me to the joys of true Italian prosecco 
(before I used to drink sekt and cava), and cooked the kind of rich, indulgent pasta 
dishes for me and Daði I never have the conscience to cook for ourselves at home 
(to Daði´s eternal lament). Hopefully, you and Ronald will fulfill your dream to visit 
Iceland for a motorcycle tour someday soon, and if the weather turns out to be too 
bad for riding your bikes, we´ll just find a cozy café in a Reykjavik and catch up on 
some Sanquin-gossip. 

Remco, you were my technician for my last period at Sanquin, and as such were there 
at my side during the last frantic months of experiments and the inevitable chaos 
that accompanied them. I know it´s not your favorite way to work, but thankfully 
you remained stoic in the face of countless last-minute changes in plans and ever-
increasing demands from me and Gestur. I´m sure we gave you many grey hairs 
during that period. In addition to your duties in the lab, you also found the time to 
organize the ever-popular, and in my opinion, indispensable department borrels. 
Ironically, it´s always the organizer of such events that never really gets to enjoy 
them, since he´s always too busy running around collecting the money, shopping 
for the refreshments, preparing the venue and heating up the snacks- you should 
know that your sacrifices did not go unnoticed. Indeed I sometimes got a taste of 
the borrel-committee experience, since me and Daði often had so much fun that we 
suddenly found ourselves the last people at the party, and by ancient borrel-laws 
you are morally required to help with the clean-up. During our collaboration, I found 
that I could always count on you to keep calm and carry on, no matter how hectic 
things got, and I do apologize for the countless times I burst into the koffiekamer, 
disturbing your lunch by insisting you show me some elusive sample or reagent vial 
“right now, if you don´t mind”. And thankfully, you never seemed to mind. 

Dear mariette; my “inside man” at Immunocytology. I first noticed you for being 
friends with Franca and Lussy, and really, that was all the character reference I needed 
in order to befriend you too. As with Franca, there are a few years and experiences 
between us, but you too have such a young soul that we never seemed to notice any 
gap. You were always ready and excited to try new places and experiences with us 
“kids”, even sometimes when we decided something on a whim, with only a day or 
two in advance rather than the customary Dutch two weeks minimal-notice. You even 
joined me for mad adventures such as a hot yoga class and HPS cocktails, although 
I seem to remember you secretly slipping me your cocktails when I was finished with 
mine because they were too strong for you (not that I’m complaining). When we 
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were moving back to Iceland and had to find someone to adopt our darling rat-girls, 
I knew you would make the perfect rat-mommy, since I could already see the great 
job you had done with your boys. And even before we had left the Netherlands, you 
had purchased tickets to come see us in Iceland, making the transition from one 
world to another slightly less painful. We had such a wonderful time with you, hiking 
in Þórsmörk national park; seeing our country through your eyes made us appreciate 
it even more than before. I sincerely hope you will find the time in your schedule to 
come visit us again in the future, there´s so much more we still have to show you.

Jalenka: you really arrived too late! The greatest compliment Lussy can bestow upon 
anyone is that they really belonged in P111, and she used that about you. I´m so 
glad we were able to go shopping at least once together, for my last pilgrimage to 
the H&M which, sadly, does not exist in Iceland. We have the same taste in shoes, 
which obviously means we are soul mates, so of course I trusted you (together with 
Aniska) with all the Dutch translations that needed to be done for my thesis book and 
defense paperwork. So in the end you were a sort of an “honorary paranimf” of mine, 
which I guess means all the work but none of the glory- well at least you get some 
gratitude. I wish you the best of luck with your PhD project, and hope you will have 
an experience as nice as mine in the coming years at Sanquin.

suilan: I was expecting a student, but instead got a “mini-technician”. Very early on 
you surprised me by taking initiative instead of just waiting around for instructions- a 
rare gift and a wonderful quality in a student, and one that got you hired later on as 
a “real” paid technician, first for me and later on for Lonneke. In addition to being so 
professional in the lab, you fit perfectly in our group socially, and showed up for our 
lab borrels and Coffemania lunches long after you had left Sanquin to continue your 
career in science. Indeed your choice of job suggests that you must have enjoyed 
your time with me and Lonneke at Sanquin, and I hope we helped a little in your 
“scientific upbringing” in the lab. At the very least we taught you that sometimes the 
most important thing you can do at the end of a difficult week is to have a long and 
heavily caffeinated lunch with all your colleagues, or a nice drink after work in the 
park- after all, science is all about networking! I wish you all the best in the future, 
and hope I will see you at my party, just like old times. 

To the entire room of P111 (which actually doesn´t exist anymore); Jalenka, Aicha, 
Bernadette, esther, Goudele, tamara, Gillian, onno and all the other guys who 
shared the room at some point or another; Thanks guys, for making me feel so 
welcome, for being so helpful and nice, and just for being so much fun! You made 
the hours seemed like minutes, and to me it just felt like that room was a home. I´m 
so lucky I got you guys as my kamergenoten, and I´m sorry my desk was always such 
a mess! 
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Aicha, you always had a smile and a moment for me when I needed practical 
advice (such as regarding Dutch bureaucracy, statistics or where to shop for what 
in Amsterdam,) or just a friendly chat, even though you had your hands full with all 
those robots you were constantly fighting with. You had my back during my time at 
P111- quite literally since we sat back-to-back in such close proximity, but thankfully 
we got along so well it was never a problem. During times of great need and stress 
I could always count on your desk-drawer to contain something sweet, bags of tea or 
some chewing gum, and graciously, you were always happy to share.

Bernadette and Goudele- I was so sad to see you leave our little room, even if it did 
make room for some nice new colleagues. We tried our best to stay in touch, and 
make the great trek all the way to the other buildings in order to share a coffee and 
the latest gossip with you every now and then, but of course it´s never quite the same 
as when you chat every day. I will at least stay in touch with Goudele on Facebook (Hi 
Luna!) and with Bernadette it will be more old-school, exchanging actual postcards 
and the occasional email. Bernadette, you always go the extra mile for people you´ve 
decided to call friends. I´ll never forget when I hurried home from the Praxis with a 
bucket of extra wall paint on that last frantic day of delivering the apartment, and was 
greeted with a smiling Daði who told me you had just left after coming to our house 
to offer to help with the moving. Such a sweet gesture, and on such a stressful day, 
and so very typical of you. I hope you´ll be there for me at the defense, and if you 
don´t feel like a loud party, we´ll just repeat what we did last time and enjoy a coffee 
and the views of the water at Vapianos at the Openbare Bibliotheek.

To Anita engels and mo leBelle, the glamorous super-secretaries of IHE; you know this 
department would fall apart without you. If Ellen is the brain behind the department, 
then you guys are her right and left arm, making sure everyone is up-to-date on their 
paperwork, that Ellen is where she is supposed to be at each moment, and generally 
just keeping everything running smoothly. It may feel like your work is a bit invisible 
compared to the science and diagnostic work going on next door, but that´s the 
hallmark of great organization- you only notice it when it´s not there. Indeed things 
always seemed to get a bit chaotic when you guys were on holiday, but I missed you 
also for a different reason- the nice, warm welcome whenever one stepped into your 
little room, where often just a small inquiry for paperwork or stationary resulted in 
a long nice chat with you girls about everything and anything. And even across the 
Atlantic, you guys continued to be of critical assistance with all the endless defense-
related paperwork and red tape. You always went above and beyond the call of duty, 
and for that I will always be thankful.

erik mul, Floris and tomasz, a.k.a. the Facs guys, a thousand thanks for all the help 
over the years. I used to think I knew a thing or two about flow cytometry, but once 
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I started at Sanquin I quickly realized I knew next to nothing. Especially Erik; you 
shared Gestur enthusiasm for religiously including the proper controls, and always, 
always knowing exactly what you are doing when you decide to change the settings 
of the machines. Your help in setting up my Imagestream experiments was invaluable. 
I routinely felt a pang of guilt when I had to dial your mobile numbers late at night 
when those gigantic, expensive machines started to misbehave in your absence, but 
you always answered with good humor, even if you were out on a romantic dates with 
your better halves or driving a car. It´s been a privilege to have such dedicated and 
enthusiastic people operating the Cell Analysis Facility, and the best thing is, you 
prefer to be bribed with chocolates, which is within my spending budget. 

To the Cryo guys, Vincent and werner, thanks for always being so cool (pun intended) 
and so flexible with the cryo-schedule. You know how it is with us AIO´s, always 
running late and constantly changing plans at the last moment, I hope me and Lussy 
didn´t give you too much trouble. 

marion: The answer to most questions asked at the IHE and HEP always seemed to 
be; “Ask Marion”. And indeed, you seemed to know everything, or at the very least, 
who to ask. You answered every question with a smile, and showed the patience of 
a saint whenever I did something wrong in the lab, even if it wasn´t the first time, or 
the second time, or the third. 

To all our neighbors belonging to both IHE and HEP; including Annemieke, Peter, 
Felipe, marijke, sofieke, Lonneke, Kat, natasja, nurcan, Arthur, melania, monika, 
Pleun, emile, Antje (well not really a neighbor but you were so often around it counts) 
and everyone else; So long, farewell, Auf wiedersehen, adieu! So many people, so 
many languages, but really, just one community of like-minded individuals. It´s been 
a privilege to be a part of it. 

I´d also like to thank the whole department of Immunocytology, which includes 
denise, Ingrid, Ine and many more, and is led by the formidable but always 
approachable Krista. There were so many experiments which were only possible due 
to the help, expertise and generosity of the diagnostics department. And denise, 
thanks for having me in your lovely home and for the gift of my favorite coffee beans, 
I am indeed jealous of your down-stairs neighbor. Perhaps I´ll knock on your door the 
next time I make a pilgrimage to the Two For Joy café. 

And to my mate will; We became such good friends from the moment we met in 
that beginner´s Dutch class. I have a feeling our friendship will outlast my Dutch 
speaking skills; indeed, maybe it already has. You are one of those rare guys that 
both I and Daði can get along with splendidly, although when the two of you start 
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talking computers I fall asleep on the inside a bit. It was so much fun to have you 
over for a visit, and we can´t wait for you to return next time- I believe there were 
some bits of Iceland you still had to see (although I think you´ve already seen more 
during your short visit than most people who have been here for weeks). Maybe try 
winter next time- think a giant off-roading SUV, northern lights, out-door hot tub and 
a frosty gin & tonic- interested?

Auðvitað verður maður að þakka fjölskyldunni við svona tækifæri…. Eins gaman og 
það var að upplifa svona ævintýri erlendis, þá er það alltaf sárt að missa af öllu sem 
gerist heima í staðinn. Þið getið trúað því að ég saknaði ykkar mikið, þó að það hafi 
vissulega hjálpað að geta kíkt í (langan) rúnt til svönsu og halla í Odense þegar 
heimþráin varð of mikil, sem og heim í hamborgarhrygg um jólin. Og þið; pabbi, 
mamma, Jóhanna og svansa höfðuð nú tækifæri til að kíkja í heimsóknir til mín líka, 
og fenguð að upplifa borgina “mína” með mér; það þótti mér voða vænt um. Takk 
fyrir að trúa á að ég gæti gert þetta, og styðja mig í gegnum súrt og sætt, meira að 
segja þegar ég var næstum því búin að missa vonina sjálf. Takk fyrir alla þolinmæðina 
og skilninginn sem þið sýnduð mér, sérstaklega fyrst eftir að ég kom heim og það var 
svo erfitt að útskýra fyrir ykkur af hverju ég var enn ekki búin og hvað væri eiginlega 
eftir. Og takk fyrir að fljúga milli landa einungis til að mæta í vörnina mína, það verður 
vonandi gaman fyrir ykkur að sjá endalokin á þessu öllu saman. Stórt knús á ykkur öll!

And last, but certainly not least- to my sweetheart, my ever-patient daði; Thank 
you so much for allowing me this opportunity, for being willing to chase me half-
way across Europe in order to follow my dreams. For a man who thinks Reykjavik 
is overly crowded, it must have been a huge sacrifice to move to one of the most 
densely populated areas on earth. And to say good bye to your huge SUV and your 
beloved mountains, all your friends and family as well- I can´t say thank you enough. 
I can only hope that warm continental summers, great job opportunities, frequent 
travels within and beyond Europe and cheap supermarket beer were some comfort 
to you instead. I really felt my work-place accepted you with open arms as well, 
and I sometimes joke that you impressed Ellen more with your amazing beer bottle 
bottom- breaking trick than I did with years of hard work. And not only were you 
welcome at my department borrels, if anything the borrel-committee seemed more 
enthusiastic about your attendance than mine- not that I ever took it personally; of 
course I realize that my beer-drinking skills pale in comparison to yours. Finally we 
are back home on our little island in the north, but I think in the end you enjoyed 
our Amsterdam adventure almost as much as I did, and for sure you´ll miss all the 
wonderful people we met along the way and the stunning city we called home for 
five years. Takk fyrir allt saman ástin mín, þú veist ég elska þig. 

That´s all folks!
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